
 
Scavenger hunt Emmastad 

 

Dear interested party, 

First of all, I want to thank you for the interest you have in this hunt. 

❖ This hunt is made especially for the whole family to walk in a quiet safe neighborhood 
and where there is a lot of history, flora & fauna and much more 

❖ It's a scavenger hunt and the full version has 25 questions and 5 assignments. 

❖ This is a short version that gives you an idea of what you can get. 

❖ At the end of the hunt you can find the answers and possibly award prizes. 

 

Good luck! 

  
Think of giving feedback. I would like to know how we can satisfy you. 

  
 

                  

  



 
Scavenger hunt Emmastad     

Hi Folks, welcome to our “Emmastad” treasure hunt. 

You have the following: 
o a leader: ................... 

o a funny name for the group ................................. 

o a cellular with a well-functioning camara 

o a writing pen. 

o an envelope with the "hunt". 

o Keep the envelope well, because you have to hand in the completed hunt in the   

same envelope, in the same order and enjoy. 
  

Some rules: 
➢ The hunt starts at ......../am/pm and it ends at...... am/pm exactly. 
➢ Find someone who writes beautifully and clearly. 
➢ If you are 5 minutes late, you lose 100 points. 
➢ If you are 10 minutes late, you lose 500 points. 
➢ If you are 15 minutes late, you lose 1000 points. 
➢ If you are later than 15 minutes,you lose 2000 points. 
➢ If you hand in the hunt, it must be neatly stapled in order in the envelope you 

received, otherwise you will lose 1000 punto. 
  
Some tips: 

•         First, read the entire hunt. 

•         You get 1 hunt per group. 

•         You have to hand in the hunt at the end. 

•         Decide together what exactly you want to do, that saves time. 

•         You don't have to do all the assignments. Time flies. 

•         If you have questions for the organization, you must do this before the hunt, 
during the hunt you can only ask for help in case of accidents. 

•         If you detach the hunt and change order, remember that you will lose 1000 
points. 

•        Think about time. You have to ...... am/pm back. 
  

Time back: ..................... (only person who writes down the 
time may fill it in) 

  

Good luck 

 
 

  



 
Scavenger hunt Emmastad 

General questions 

  
50pt Who was Emma? 

Emma was....................................................... 
  
For every good word 10pt. Extract as many existing words as possible from 
"emmastad" (Ned/Pap). Eg city (no names) 
............................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................ 

500pt How many streets does the village have? The village has total ................. Streets. 

  
2x50pt Emmastad is divided into three pieces. What can you tell by that? You see 

1....................................... 2....................................... 3....................................... 

  
Flora i fauna di Emmastad 

Find and bring the following flowers, fruits, seeds, leaves. At the end of the scavenger 
hunt, we look at what you have brought with you. For every well-brought thing you 
get 10 points. Do not write anything in the table. Only the organization fills it in. 
  

 
  

  

  

  

Anything and everything    

There are several squares in Emmastad. The most important and well-known is the 
Beatrixplein. Here there is a Cedar tree that is not that old. The previous tree was 
planted when King Willem Alexander was born, but was taken down due to 
illness. What is the name of the avenue where the square is located? 

  
50pt The avenue is called................... 

  
We have a music school in Emmastad. Do you know the instrument that is located at 
the entrance of the school. What's it called? 50 pts It's called ........................................ 
 
 

  

    Leaf/flower fruit/pit total 

1 Almond       

2 Kenepa Hotels       

3 Kelki hell       

4 Karawara Spañó       

5 Flamboyan       



 
Scavenger hunt Emmastad 

General questions 

  
50pt Who was Emma? Emma was the great-grandma of Princess Beatrix, mother of 

King Willem Alexander 
  

For every correct answer 10 pt (Ned/Pap) for example city 
aad (nl), aam(nl), aas(nl), aat(nl), ad(nl), am(nl). as(nl), at(nl), dam(nl,Pap), dame(nl), das(nl), dat(nl), 
data(Pap), dem(nl), des(nl), es(nl), ma(nl), maat(nl), mam(nl), mama(Pap), mas(Pap), mast(nl), mat(Pap), 
me(nl), mes(nl), mest(nl), sta(nl), stad(nl), sam(Pap), stam(nl), ste(nl), stem(nl), stemma(nl), ta(Pap), 
ta(Pap), tam(nl,Pap), tas(Pap), te(nl), tem(nl), tema(Pap), tes(nl). 
(names are not counted) a total of 400pt) 
  
500pt How many streets are there in this district? 23 streets. 
  
  2x50pt Emmastad divided into three parts. You can see that? 

1)type of houses from small to large 2) on the roofs, they start with eternity and 
3) change into roof tiles 

  
Flora & fauna of Emmastad 

Find and bring the following flowers, fruits, seeds, leaves. At the end of the 
scavenger hunt, we look at what you have brought with you. For every well-
brought thing you get 10 points. Do not write anything in the table. Only the 
organization fills the is. (Here you can get a total of 15x2x10=300 pt and you 
need to know the flowers, leaves, fruits and seeds well). 

  
  

  

  

  

  
Anything and everything    
There are several squares in Emmastad. The most important and well-known is the 
Beatrixplein. Here there is a Cedar tree that is not that old. The previous tree was 
planted when King Willem Alexander was born, but was taken down due to 
illness. What is the name of the avenue where the square is located?  
 

50pt The avenue is called Beatrix plein 

  
We have a music school in Emmastad. Do you know the instrument that is located at 
the entrance of the school. What's it called? 50 pts It's called benta 

 

    leaf/flower fruit/pit total 

1 Almond       

2 Kenepa Hotels       

3 Kelki hell       

4 Karawara Spañó       

5 Flamboyan       

 


